
Slight harm
(Superficial injuries, minor cuts and bruises)

Harmful
(Minor fractures, ill health leading to minor disability)

Extremely harmful
(Multiple injuires, major fractures, fatalities)

Unlikely
(Rarely happens)

Low risk Low risk Medium risk

Likely
(Often happens)

Low risk Medium risk High risk

Very likely
(Nearly always happens)

Medium risk High risk High risk

Severity
Likelihood

Decision: once all the actions are carried out, can you eliminate or safely manage the risk of harm to ensure 
you can safely go ahead with this activity? If there is still some challenge or risk, are you still confident the 
control measures in place will keep everyone safe?

         Yes No

If you answered ‘no’ to the above decision question, please explain why: 

Risk assessment completed by: Role:

Has the risk assessment been shared with the team?          Yes No

Risk assessment must be reviewed weekly and ongoing with every change to either the meeting 
plans or government guidance on coronavirus safety measures. 

Date: 

Activity (brief description): Date:

Leader in charge: Total attending: Adults:1 Young People

         

Consent forms completed: Yes No N/A Venue:

 Risk assessment approval:



Hazards 
What could cause harm  
or damage?

Who or what is 
at risk of being 
affected and how?

What are you 
already doing?
How have you reduced  
the risk already?

Likelihood 
of risk 
occurring
(L/M/H)

Severity  
of risk
(L/M/H)

Are further controls 
necessary?
What else needs to happen 
to reduce the risk to an 
acceptable level?

Action by:  
name/date 

You must 
complete 
this for every 
action

Guidance notes  
Be as specific as you can with 
the detail that you give in this 
document. What will you do to 
reduce the risk of a hazardous 
event happening?

High

High

https://www.girlguiding.org.uk/making-guiding-happen/running-your-unit/finance-insurance-and-property/resources-for-property-managers/managing-property-during-coronavirus/


Hazards 
What could cause harm  
or damage?

Who or what is 
at risk of being 
affected and how?
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already doing?
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the risk already?

Likelihood 
of risk 
occurring
(L/M/H)

Severity  
of risk
(L/M/H)

Are further controls 
necessary?
What else needs to happen 
to reduce the risk to an 
acceptable level?

Action by:  
name/date 

You must 
complete 
this for every 
action

Guidance notes  
Be as specific as you can with 
the detail that you give in this 
document. What will you do to 
reduce the risk of a hazardous 
event happening?

High

High



Hazards 
What could cause harm  
or damage?

Who or what is 
at risk of being 
affected and how?

What are you 
already doing?
How have you reduced  
the risk already?

Likelihood 
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occurring
(L/M/H)

Severity  
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(L/M/H)

Are further controls 
necessary?
What else needs to happen 
to reduce the risk to an 
acceptable level?
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name/date 

You must 
complete 
this for every 
action

Guidance notes  
Be as specific as you can with 
the detail that you give in this 
document. What will you do to 
reduce the risk of a hazardous 
event happening?

High

High



Hazards 
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at risk of being 
affected and how?

What are you 
already doing?
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of risk 
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(L/M/H)

Severity  
of risk
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What else needs to happen 
to reduce the risk to an 
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You must 
complete 
this for every 
action

Guidance notes  
Be as specific as you can with 
the detail that you give in this 
document. What will you do to 
reduce the risk of a hazardous 
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Hazards 
What could cause harm  
or damage?

Who or what is 
at risk of being 
affected and how?

What are you 
already doing?
How have you reduced  
the risk already?

Likelihood 
of risk 
occurring
(L/M/H)

Severity  
of risk
(L/M/H)

Are further controls 
necessary?
What else needs to happen 
to reduce the risk to an 
acceptable level?

Action by:  
name/date 

You must 
complete 
this for every 
action

Guidance notes  
Be as specific as you can with 
the detail that you give in this 
document. What will you do to 
reduce the risk of a hazardous 
event happening?

High

https://www.girlguiding.org.uk/making-guiding-happen/coronavirus-keeping-safe/


Hazards 
What could cause harm 
or damage?

Who or what is 
at risk of being 
affected and how?

What are you 
already doing?
How have you reduced 
the risk already?

Likelihood 
of risk 
occurring
(L/M/H)

Severity 
of risk
(L/M/H)

Are further controls 
necessary?
What else needs to happen 
to reduce the risk to an 
acceptable level?

Action by: 
name/date 

You must 
complete 
this for every 
action

Guidance notes 
Be as specific as you can with 
the detail that you give in this 
document. What will you do to 
reduce the risk of a hazardous 
event happening?

High

https://www.girlguiding.org.uk/making-guiding-happen/policies/managing-information-policy/


Hazards 
What could cause harm  
or damage?

Who or what is 
at risk of being 
affected and how?

What are you 
already doing?
How have you reduced  
the risk already?

Likelihood 
of risk 
occurring
(L/M/H)

Severity  
of risk
(L/M/H)

Are further controls 
necessary?
What else needs to happen 
to reduce the risk to an 
acceptable level?

Action by:  
name/date 

You must 
complete 
this for every 
action

Guidance notes  
Be as specific as you can with 
the detail that you give in this 
document. What will you do to 
reduce the risk of a hazardous 
event happening?

https://www.girlguiding.org.uk/making-guiding-happen/policies/digital-safeguarding-policy/
https://www.girlguiding.org.uk/making-guiding-happen/policies/recruitment-and-vetting-policy/


Please use the section below to capture the other hazards and controls at your activity, as you normally would.

Hazards 
What could cause harm  
or damage?

Who or what is 
at risk of being 
affected and how?

What are you 
already doing?
How have you reduced  
the risk already?

Likelihood 
of risk 
occurring
(L/M/H)

Severity  
of risk
(L/M/H)

Are further controls 
necessary?
What else needs to happen 
to reduce the risk to an 
acceptable level?

Action by:  
name/date 

You must 
complete 
this for every 
action

Guidance notes  
Be as specific as you can with 
the detail that you give in this 
document. What will you do to 
reduce the risk of a hazardous 
event happening?
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	Check Box21: Yes
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	undefined_11: Photos or videos being taken of the meeting without permission.
	undefined_11a: Risk to privacy of members.
	undefined_11b: Tell young members that this is not allowed, and they will be stopped from attending if they are found doing this.Check who has given video and photo consent.Only office bearers can take photos or videos
	Likelihood of risk occurring LMHRow1: L
	Severity of risk LMHRow1: L
	Are further controls necessary What else needs to happen to reduce the risk to an acceptable levelRow1: N/A
	Action by namedate You must complete this for every actionRow1: Craig HerbertOn weekly basis
	Guidance notes Be as specific as you can with the detail that you give in this document What will you do to reduce the risk of a hazardous event happeningRow1: 
	Hazards What could cause harm or damageRow2: members posinga risk.
	Who or what is at risk of being affected and howRow2: Risk to wellbeing of all members.
	What are you already doing How have you reduced the risk alreadyRow2: Always have at least two adult present with any young people..  Volunteers who require a disclosure check should have one that is up-to-date.Never have 1:1 sessions.
	Likelihood of risk occurring LMHRow2: L
	Severity of risk LMHRow2: L
	Are further controls necessary What else needs to happen to reduce the risk to an acceptable levelRow2: N/A
	Action by namedate You must complete this for every actionRow2: Craig HerbertOn weekly basis
	Guidance notes Be as specific as you can with the detail that you give in this document What will you do to reduce the risk of a hazardous event happeningRow2: 
	undefined_12: Personal information 
	undefined_12a: Risk to privacy of members.
	undefined_12b: Do not allow anyone other than secretary to set up the collection of details.
	Likelihood of risk occurring LMHRow1_2: L
	Severity of risk LMHRow1_2: L
	Are further controls necessary What else needs to happen to reduce the risk to an acceptable levelRow1_2: all have to do termly personal details check and sign their form and date.
	Action by namedate You must complete this for every actionRow1_2: Richard Kerr On weekly basis
	Guidance notes Be as specific as you can with the detail that you give in this document What will you do to reduce the risk of a hazardous event happeningRow1_2: 
	Hazards What could cause harm or damageRow2_2: Coronavirus infectionrisks (see below).  These must be reduced to an acceptable level.
	Who or what is at risk of being affected and howRow2_2: All attendees are at risk from spread of virus through close contact.
	What are you already doing How have you reduced the risk alreadyRow2_2: By following guidance issued by Scottish Government                        
	Likelihood of risk occurring LMHRow2_2: L
	Are further controls necessary What else needs to happen to reduce the risk to an acceptable levelHigh: Ongoing review of measures applied in  meeting place
	Action by namedate You must complete this for every actionHigh: Craig herbert On weekly basis
	Guidance notes Be as specific as you can with the detail that you give in this document What will you do to reduce the risk of a hazardous event happeningHigh: Make a dynamic risk assessment at the start of every meeting to identify all hazards and move or take them into account. Make sure amendments are made to the activity if the hazard cannot beeliminated.
	Hazards What could cause harm or damageRow1_2: Close contact between people.
	Who or what is at risk of being affected and howRow1_2: this is janitorial or teaching staff or cleaning staff coming into contact with the band 
	What are you already doing How have you reduced the risk alreadyRow1_2: Make sure all attendees are aware of social distancing requirements and are able to maintain them. Choose activities that ensure social distanceis easy to maintain,as appropriate.Do not exceed maximum numbers allowedin line with government guidance.Ensure there is a space where anyone who starts to display symptoms of Covid-19 can wait away from the group, to be collected as soon as possible.following the RA of SLC which is attached 
	Likelihood of risk occurring LMHRow1_4: L
	Are further controls necessary What else needs to happen to reduce the risk to an acceptable levelHigh_3: Check government guidance on face coverings and mitigating actions for your activity. Make sure these are followed.Avoid face to face or shouting activities. Check local guidance related to singing.Lay out equipment to maintain social distancing, if applicable.
	Action by namedate You must complete this for every actionHigh_3: everyone On weekly basis
	Guidance notes Be as specific as you can with the detail that you give in this document What will you do to reduce the risk of a hazardous event happeningHigh_3: Make sure you make particular reference to face covering requirements for your meeting. State who will be expected to wear them and when. Also, check venue requirements as some indoor areas will expect everyone aged 5+ to wear a face covering whilst indoors or moving between roomsto entrance, exit or toilets. Put this in the risk assessment and makesure they are fully awareof expectations during this time, including the rules around face covering, social distancing and the risk of self-isolating if someone tests positive.
	undefined_13: Close contact between  members 
	undefined_13b: Everyone
	undefined_13c: All members to wear masks when entering and moving about the building to the toilet.
	Likelihood of risk occurring LMHRow1_5: L
	Are further controls necessary What else needs to happen to reduce the risk to an acceptable levelHigh_4: Add masks and gloves to the first aid kit, to be worn when administeringfirst aid.
	Action by namedate You must complete this for every actionHigh_4: every one On weekly basis
	Guidance notes Be as specific as you can with the detail that you give in this document What will you do to reduce the risk of a hazardous event happeningHigh_4: Instruct everyone commit to hand washing, social distancing and all CV19 rules at the start of every meeting and emphasis importance, roles and responsibilities etc.
	Hazards What could cause harm or damageRow2_3: piping instruments 
	Who or what is at risk of being affected and howRow2_3: pipers 
	What are you already doing How have you reduced the risk alreadyRow2_3: if any sign or symptoms of CV19 you MUST on come to band.all pipes must be playable before you come.chanter must be wiped with sanitised wipes before and after use and before placing on a table please bring own if possible.
	Likelihood of risk occurring LMHRow2_3: l
	Are further controls necessary What else needs to happen to reduce the risk to an acceptable levelHigh_5: sanitising wipes will be available if needed tuning and maintenance that needs PM to do please arrange out with band nightsif possible please use your chanter box or bag for placing chanter down
	Action by namedate You must complete this for every actionHigh_5: everyone on weekly basis
	Guidance notes Be as specific as you can with the detail that you give in this document What will you do to reduce the risk of a hazardous event happeningHigh_5: PM will discuss what needs to happen about maintenance and tuning if help is needed
	Hazards What could cause harm or damageRow1_3: Poor hand hygiene.
	Who or what is at risk of being affected and howRow1_3: Everyone
	What are you already doing How have you reduced the risk alreadyRow1_3: Make sure everyone has clean hands when they arrive.Have hand sanitising available and encourage everyone regularly to reapply and always clean hands before and afterany contact. Encourage everyone to bring their own tissuesand provide spare tissues. Ensure that all used tissues are thrown away into a bin or disposable rubbish bag, then hands are washed or sanitised.
	Likelihood of risk occurring LMHRow1_6: L
	Are further controls necessary What else needs to happen to reduce the risk to an acceptable levelHigh_6: commit to hand washing, social distancing and all CV19 rules at the start of every meeting and emphasis importance, roles and responsibilities etc, 
	Action by namedate You must complete this for every actionHigh_6: Richard KerrOn weekly basis
	Guidance notes Be as specific as you can with the detail that you give in this document What will you do to reduce the risk of a hazardous event happeningHigh_6: Instruct to everyone commit to hand washing, social distancing and all CV19 rules at the start of every meeting and emphasis importance, roles and responsibilities etc.
	Hazards What could cause harm or damageRow2_4: Infection of vulnerable members.
	Who or what is at risk of being affected and howRow2_4: identifying individuals 
	What are you already doing How have you reduced the risk alreadyRow2_4: Ensure you’re aware of anyone who have a medical condition which makes them especially vulnerableat this time.Take necessary precautions or explore alternative ways for them to remain involved without attending in person.
	Likelihood of risk occurring LMHRow2_4: L
	Are further controls necessary What else needs to happen to reduce the risk to an acceptable levelHigh_7: Discuss with them before meetings to understand circumstances and precautions required.
	Action by namedate You must complete this for every actionHigh_7: Craig HerbertOn weekly basis
	Guidance notes Be as specific as you can with the detail that you give in this document What will you do to reduce the risk of a hazardous event happeningHigh_7: Detail management actions to mitigate any risks for vulnerable members
	Hazards What could cause harm or damageRow1_4: Participant displays symptoms after meeting, raising concerns that others may have been infected.
	Who or what is at risk of being affected and howRow1_4: Everyone 
	What are you already doing How have you reduced the risk alreadyRow1_4: Make sure personal detail are correct Also make sure attendance records are kept for one month after any meeting, in case track and trace is required due to a later suspected case.
	Likelihood of risk occurring LMHRow1_7: L
	Are further controls necessary What else needs to happen to reduce the risk to an acceptable levelHigh_8: Will be managed through whats app group 
	Action by namedate You must complete this for every actionHigh_8: Craig Herbert On weekly basis
	Guidance notes Be as specific as you can with the detail that you give in this document What will you do to reduce the risk of a hazardous event happeningHigh_8: Are all volunteers aware of the potential impact of self-isolation, as well as the potential of testing positive themselves? 
	Hazards What could cause harm or damageRow2_5: Poor respiratory hygiene.
	Who or what is at risk of being affected and howRow2_5: Everyone
	What are you already doing How have you reduced the risk alreadyRow2_5: Reinforce the ‘catch it, bin it, kill it’ message. Encourage everyone to avoid touching their mouth, eyes and nose.Encourage everyone to bring their own tissues and provide spare tissues.Make sure all used tissues are thrown away into a bin or disposable rubbish bag, then hands are washedor sanitised.
	Likelihood of risk occurring LMHRow2_5: L
	Are further controls necessary What else needs to happen to reduce the risk to an acceptable levelHigh_9: Bring spare tissues, sanitising and rubbish bags with you in case the venue runs out or does not provide them.
	Action by namedate You must complete this for every actionHigh_9: Richard KerrOn weekly basis
	Guidance notes Be as specific as you can with the detail that you give in this document What will you do to reduce the risk of a hazardous event happeningHigh_9: Instruct everyone commit to hand washing, social distancing and all CV19 rules at the start of every meeting and emphasis importance, roles and responsibilities etc.
	Hazards What could cause harm or damageRow1_6: Someone falling ill with Covid-19 symptoms during meeting.
	Who or what is at risk of being affected and howRow1_6: Potential for cross-contamination and passing infection between users.
	What are you already doing How have you reduced the risk alreadyRow1_6: Follow venue instructions.Move person to safe area. Call parent, carer or emergency contact to come and collect.Ensure that all group contact information is accessible for trackand trace.Inform property management Follow cleaning procedure as set out by property management 
	Likelihood of risk occurring LMHRow1_9: L
	Are further controls necessary What else needs to happen to reduce the risk to an acceptable levelHigh_11: Make sure that first aid kit contains correct PPE equipment.Ensure that a volunteer adult is present who has 1st aider 
	Action by namedate You must complete this for every actionHigh_11: Richard Kerr On weekly basis
	Guidance notes Be as specific as you can with the detail that you give in this document What will you do to reduce the risk of a hazardous event happeningHigh_11: Detail the extra personal protective equipment that you have available here. 
	Hazards What could cause harm or damageRow2_6: Close contact between people sharing use of the venue.
	Who or what is at risk of being affected and howRow2_6: Potential for cross-contamination and passing infection between users.
	What are you already doing How have you reduced the risk alreadyRow2_6: Following the SLC risk assessment
	Likelihood of risk occurring LMHRow2_6: L
	Are further controls necessary What else needs to happen to reduce the risk to an acceptable levelHigh_12: Share guidance provided by property management ahead of meeting so that everyone know what is expectedof them.
	Action by namedate You must complete this for every actionHigh_12: Craig HerbertOn weekly basis
	Guidance notes Be as specific as you can with the detail that you give in this document What will you do to reduce the risk of a hazardous event happeningHigh_12: If you meet in a hired venue you need to review your risk assessment to coincide with SLC
	Hazards What could cause harm or damageRow1_7: noise polution
	Who or what is at risk of being affected and howRow1_7: everyone
	What are you already doing How have you reduced the risk alreadyRow1_7: ADVISE everyone to have Ear protection i.e. ear budall under 18 years MUST have hearing protection 
	LMH: m
	LMH b: h
	Are further controls necessary What else needs to happen to reduce the risk to an acceptable levelRow1_3: talk to members about hearing protection and check that under 18 years have hearing protection
	Action by namedate You must complete this for every actionRow1_3: Craig Herbert on a weekly basis
	Guidance notes Be as specific as you can with the detail that you give in this document What will you do to reduce the risk of a hazardous event happeningRow1_3: 
	Hazards What could cause harm or damageRow2_7: 
	Who or what is at risk of being affected and howRow2_7: 
	What are you already doing How have you reduced the risk alreadyRow2_7: 
	undefined_14: 
	undefined_14 b: 
	Are further controls necessary What else needs to happen to reduce the risk to an acceptable levelRow2_2: 
	Action by namedate You must complete this for every actionRow2_2: 
	Guidance notes Be as specific as you can with the detail that you give in this document What will you do to reduce the risk of a hazardous event happeningRow2_2: 
	Hazards What could cause harm or damageRow3: 
	Who or what is at risk of being affected and howRow3: 
	What are you already doing How have you reduced the risk alreadyRow3: 
	undefined_15: 
	undefined_15b: 
	Are further controls necessary What else needs to happen to reduce the risk to an acceptable levelRow3: 
	Action by namedate You must complete this for every actionRow3: 
	Guidance notes Be as specific as you can with the detail that you give in this document What will you do to reduce the risk of a hazardous event happeningRow3: 
	Hazards What could cause harm or damageRow4: 
	Who or what is at risk of being affected and howRow4: 
	What are you already doing How have you reduced the risk alreadyRow4: 
	undefined_16: 
	undefined_16b: 
	Are further controls necessary What else needs to happen to reduce the risk to an acceptable levelRow4: 
	Action by namedate You must complete this for every actionRow4: 
	Guidance notes Be as specific as you can with the detail that you give in this document What will you do to reduce the risk of a hazardous event happeningRow4: 
	Hazards What could cause harm or damageRow5: 
	Who or what is at risk of being affected and howRow5: 
	What are you already doing How have you reduced the risk alreadyRow5: 
	undefined_17: 
	undefined_17b: 
	Are further controls necessary What else needs to happen to reduce the risk to an acceptable levelRow5: 
	Action by namedate You must complete this for every actionRow5: 
	Guidance notes Be as specific as you can with the detail that you give in this document What will you do to reduce the risk of a hazardous event happeningRow5: 


